What is Entrance Requirements Training?

To ensure readiness for technical training each trade has an educational entrance requirement that must be met prior to becoming an apprentice. If your transcript does not meet the educational requirements, the SATCC offers clients an opportunity to participate in Entrance Requirements Training.

The online platform the SATCC uses is IXL Learning, which is a web-based, mobile learning tool. IXL Learning’s skills are aligned to the Saskatchewan Curriculum Outcomes providing comprehensive coverage of Math and English Language Arts concepts and applications. Clients taking the Entrance Requirements Training will have six (6) months to complete the training, and must meet the required score in each learning outcome. Once complete, and if all other admission requirements have been met, the client will be notified that they qualify to move forward with apprenticeship.

If you have further questions about entrance requirements training, please contact the Coordinators at 306-933-8458.